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A review is made on the chemical vapor deposition polymerization (CVDP) of insoluble and infusible poly(arylenevinylene)s and its applications to nanoscience. Poly(p-phenylenevinylene) (PPV), poly(naphthyl- ethynevinylene)s, poly(2,5-thienylenevinylene) (PTV), and other homologous polymers containing oligothiophenes could be prepared by the CVDP method in the form of films, tubes, and fibers of nano dimensions. They would be readily converted to graphitic carbons of different structures by thermal treatment. Field emission (FE) of carbonized PPV nanotubes, photoconductivity of carbonized PPV/PPV bilayer nanotubes and nanofilms also were studied.
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Introduction

Preparation of insoluble and infusible polymers in desired shapes and dimensions is one of the most important challenges in synthetic polymer chemistry as the number of unprocessable polymers that are found to reveal attractive properties in electrical, optical, and photonics, increases in an unprecedented pace in recent years. Polyacetylene, poly(p-phenylene),

poly(p-phenylenevinylene) (PPV),

polythiophene, and
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poly(2,5-thienylenevinylene) (PTV) are some of the representative examples. It, of course, is possible to modify the structures of the polymers to make them soluble: attachment of long alkoxy or alkyl substituents on the aromatic rings of the polymers and modification of the structure of aromatic rings to include heteroatoms are the most frequently utilized methods. The methods, however, change not only the electronic and optical properties of the original polymers, but also thermal properties. In general, the alkyl and alkoxy groups reduce the thermal stability of the resulting polymers. The following polymers are representative substituted, soluble polyconjugated polymers, whose electrical, optical and fluorescence properties have been much studied.

In this article, among many different classes of polyconjugated polymers, poly(arylenevinylene)s (PAVs) are the focus of our concern. The most widely used multistep synthetic procedure of PAVs through soluble precursors is the so-called Wessling-Zimmerman method.

A review is made on the chemical vapor deposition polymerization (CVDP) of insoluble and infusible poly(arylenevinylene)s and its applications to nanoscience. Poly(p-phenylenevinylene) (PPV), poly(naphthyl-ethynevinylene)s, poly(2,5-thienylenevinylene) (PTV), and other homologous polymers containing oligothiophenes could be prepared by the CVDP method in the form of films, tubes, and fibers of nano dimensions. They would be readily converted to graphitic carbons of different structures by thermal treatment. Field emission (FE) of carbonized PPV nanotubes, photoconductivity of carbonized PPV/PPV bilayer nanotubes and nanofilms also were studied.
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Introduction

Preparation of insoluble and infusible polymers in desired shapes and dimensions is one of the most important challenges in synthetic polymer chemistry as the number of unprocessable polymers that are found to reveal attractive properties in electrical, optical, and photonics, increases in an unprecedented pace in recent years. Polyacetylene, poly(p-phenylene), poly(p-phenylenevinylene) (PPV), polythiophene, and poly(2,5-thienylenevinylene) (PTV) are some of the representative examples. It, of course, is possible to modify the structures of the polymers to make them soluble: attachment of long alkoxy or alkyl substituents on the aromatic rings of the polymers and modification of the structure of aromatic rings to include heteroatoms are the most frequently utilized methods. The methods, however, change not only the electronic and optical properties of the original polymers, but also thermal properties. In general, the alkyl and alkoxy groups reduce the thermal stability of the resulting polymers. The following polymers are representative substituted, soluble polyconjugated polymers, whose electrical, optical and fluorescence properties have been much studied.

In this article, among many different classes of polyconjugated polymers, poly(arylenevinylene)s (PAVs) are the focus of our concern. The most widely used multistep synthetic procedure of PAVs through soluble precursors is the so-called Wessling-Zimmerman method.
The above scheme shows two different possible precursor polymers, one is the water soluble sulfinium salt polymer and the other the organic soluble alkyloxy polymer. The precursor polymers can be fabricated to desired shapes, which then are subjected to thermolysis to the final PPV polymer. The reaction mechanism of this reaction has been reviewed by Cho.\textsuperscript{25} There are other synthetic routes by which PPV is prepared via soluble precursor polymers.\textsuperscript{26-28}

Both reactions rely on ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP). A thorough review on the classical synthetic methods of PPV and related PAVs were made by Denton and Lahti.\textsuperscript{29} All the precursor methods suffer from possible contamination of the final polymer with solvent, side products and catalyst residue.

About 10 years ago, a Philips research group reported that they could prepare thin films of PPV by the CVDP method and studied their electroluminescence properties.\textsuperscript{30} A little bit later the Marburg (Germany) group performed a thorough structural analysis of the PPV films prepared by the same method.\textsuperscript{31} In this new synthetic method, 1,4-bis(halomethyl)benzenes are pyrolyzed in the gas phase to form a reactive intermediate, which undergoes an addition polymerization resulting in the formation of the precursor polymer. The precursor is subjected to dehydrochlorination to be converted to PPV.

There are not yet many attempts in which the CVDP method is applied to the preparation of substituted PPVs.\textsuperscript{32} Poly(p-xylene)(PPX) is synthesized by CVDP of p-xylene or paracyclophane.\textsuperscript{34,39}

PPX is a crystalline polymer having high solvent resistance, low dielectric constant and excellent barrier properties. Due to its biocompatibility the polymers are of interest in medical applications. In fact, the CVDP method is most commonly used in the preparation of PPX, although the method can be utilized in the preparation of other polymers.\textsuperscript{32}

**Preparation of PPV Nano Objects.** As alluded above, preparation of insoluble and infusible polyconjugated polymers in a desired dimension having an intended shape is impossible unless one has to go through a soluble precursor route. The self-assembly technique is the most popular method being employed for the construction of various shapes of organic and organometallic objects of nano dimensions.\textsuperscript{18-15} This method belonging to the so-called “bottom-up” approach, however, can not be readily applied to the insoluble polymers. On the other hand, the precursor polymers soluble either in water or in an organic solvent, can be coated on the surface of a substrate (flat, tubular, porous or spherical), and then they are subjected to the final treatment, usually thermolysis, resulting in the formation of nano shaped target polymers. In this method, the substrates act as templates. Therefore, the availability of proper templates is prerequisite in the soluble precursor approach. The CVDP method is resembles the later method, in which the surface of templates or substrates are utilized to accumulate polymer molecules. Figure 1 shows micrographs of PPV nano objects prepared by the CVDP method.

Recently, Jang et al.\textsuperscript{40} could prepare polypyrrol nanotubes by the CVDP method on the inner surface of nanoporous anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) membrane template that was presoaked in an FeCl₃ aqueous solution. Evidently, deposited FeCl₃ catalyzes the polymerization of the pyrrol monomers in the gas phase. Electrochemical polymerization also is applicable to the preparation of nanotubes of some of the polyconjugated polymers.\textsuperscript{47-48} One, of course, can prepare nanotubes of soluble polymers simply by soaking the
nano\-porous membranes or nano\-tubes in a solution of a polymer followed by evaporation of the solvent. Smith et al.²⁰ and Jang and Yoon²¹ used inverse hexagonal emulsions as reaction vehicles for the preparation of PPV nano\-composites and polypyrrole nano\-tubes, respectively.

Polyaniline nano\-tubes and nanorods could be prepared by the self-assembly method in the presence of an inorganic acid dopant such as HCl and H₂SO₄.²² Recently, interestingly, it was reported by Guo and coworkers²³ that well ordered poly(2\-methoxy-5-(n\-hexadecyloxy)-p\-phenylenevinylene) nano\-tube could be easily prepared at the air\-water interface by compressing the Langmuir-Blodgett films beyond the collapse point.

Among many advantages of the CVDP method the most important are i) easy synthetic process, ii) preparation of uncontaminated polymers, iii) convenient synthesis of insoluble polymers in desired nano\-shapes, iv) flexibility in the selection of substrates and templates, and v) smooth surface coverage. There also are several disadvantages in this method: i) the number of chemical reaction steps is limited, ii) the monomer should be able to produce a thermally reactive intermediate in the gas phase, which implies that the variety of substituents one can attach to the main structure is limited, iii) the product yield is rather low (~30%), and iv) the study of the polymerization reactions is difficult when compared with conventional polymerization, and v) liberation of HX during polymerization can be harmful in electronic applications.

We²⁴ recently found that the CVDP of p\-(methoxymethyl)benzyl chloride (MMBC) produces copolymers consisting of 1,4-phenylenevinylene (PV) and 1,4-phenylethanediy (PE) units whose compositions vary continuously toward higher PE content as the monomer activation temperature is raised (Table 1).

**Table 1.** Composition of PAV copolymers prepared from p\-(methoxymethyl)benzyl chloride at different monomer activation temperatures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activation Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>PV unit⁺ (mole %)</th>
<th>PE unit⁻ (mole %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁺Phenylenevinylene unit, ⁻Phenylethanediy unit

It is believed that much more of unsubstituted quinodimethene intermediate is formed from the MMBC monomer than from 1,4-bis(chloromethyl)benzene at the pyrolysis temperatures. According to their UV-Vis absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra, the copolymers appear to be of random sequence.

**Preparation of Other PAVs by CVDP Method.** Application of the CVDP method could be successfully expanded to the preparation of a wide variety of poly(arylenevinylene)s whose chemical structures are shown below:

![Figure 1. SEM images of PPV nano\-objects prepared by the CVDP method.](image-url)
PTmVs are a series of polymers that contain an increased number of consecutively linked thienylene rings in the repeating unit. These polymers were prepared from the corresponding bis(chloromethyl) compounds.54-56

In the CVDP preparation of PTmVs, it was learned55 that, in order to obtain good quality of polymer films, the monomer activation temperature has to be increased with increasing number (m) of the consecutively linked thienylene rings in the monomer.

As will be discussed in the next section, the content of the saturated unit also increased with increasing m owing to the elevated monomer activation temperature utilized. Figure 2 shows electronmicrographs of nanotubes and nanorods of PTV prepared by CVDP using nanoporous alumina membranes as templates.

Poly(naphthylenevinylene)s also could be prepared via CVDP from the bis(chloromethyl) monomers.57 Surprisingly, poly(9,10-anthracenediyvinylene) (PAnV) could not be prepared by conventional methods.58 We57, however, could prepare the same polymer by the CVDP method.

Chemical Structures of PAVs Prepared by CVDP. The chemistry involved in the CVDP polymerization of PPV is much more complicated than as discussed by the Marburg group and more in detail by Vaeth and Jensen.59,60 The final PPV samples prepared by the CVDP of bis(1,4-halomethyl)-benzene contain a low-level of the saturated 1,4-phenylene-ethanediyl (PE) units in addition to the unsaturated 1,4-phenylenevinylene (PV) units.

Figure 3 shows the IR spectrum of the final PPV in the wave number (cm⁻¹) region where C-H stretching vibration modes absorb. As indicated in the spectrum saturated C-H stretching absorptions are observed at 2858 and 2915 cm⁻¹ in addition to the absorption at 3024 cm⁻¹ for the unsaturated C-H stretching mode. This suggests us that quinodimethane is formed together with quinohalodimethane upon pyrolyzing the monomer:

According to the Marburg group's report,31 the use of gem-
dihalo-p-xylene in CVDP produces PPV containing no saturated unit. Evidently, in this case, there is no possibility for the unsubstituted quinodimethane to form:

\[
\text{Cl}_2\text{C}-\text{C} = \text{C} - \text{CH}_3 \xrightarrow{\Delta} \text{ClHC=Cl-CH}_2
\]

There is another point to be noted in the structure of PPVs obtained by CVDP. For example, in the formation of PPV two different modes of addition are possible for the reactive intermediate, chloroquinodimethane: head-to-tail and head-to-head reactions.

Although the head-to-tail addition should be preferable, the formation of the head-to-head (hence, tail-to-tail) structure can not be completely excluded. In other words, irregularities in the mode of addition of the reactive intermediates are possible. These irregularities also can cause the formation of the saturated units along the chain. Experimental proof for this possibility, however, has to be further studied.

Figure 4 compares the IR spectra of the PTnV\( \left( n=1-4 \right) \) series prepared by CVDP.\(^{23} \) The stretching absorption of C=C bonds in the thiophene ring appears at 1450 cm\(^{-1} \) and the thiophene overtone bands are observed at 1500-1750 cm\(^{-1} \). There are several points worthy of special attention.

Moreover, as the number of consecutively linked thienylene rings increases, most probably the difference in the thermodynamic stability and also in the rate of formation of unsubstituted and chlorine-substituted intermediates is expected to decrease.
However, direct experimental evidence for this supposition is lacking at the present time.

We tried CVDP of 1,4-, 1,5-, 2,6- and 1,8-bis(chloromethyl)naphthalenes and found that 1,4-, 1,5- and 2,6-isomers produce the corresponding poly(naphthylenevinylene)s, respectively, but the 1,8-isomer failed in doing so. This difference is ascribed to the ability or inability to form the reactive intermediate:

\[
\begin{align*}
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Figure 5. IR spectra of the precursor and final PANV.\textsuperscript{57}

Müllen et al.\textsuperscript{58} tried to prepare poly(9,10-anthracenediyl)-1,2-ethenediyl) [poly(9,10-anthracenyl vinylene) PANV] in solution utilizing many different synthetic methods, but only in vain. We became curious if the CVDP method could be applied to the preparation of PANV. The bis(chloromethyl) monomer was pyrolyzed at 250 °C and the precursor polymer was collected on a substrate at room temperature. The precursor was converted to the final polymer by thermal treatment at 300 °C. Figure 5 compares the IR spectra of the precursor and final polymers. The most outstanding changes noticed are that a new sharp peak appears at 980 cm\textsuperscript{-1} in the IR spectrum of the final polymer, which is due to trans vinylene =C–H out-of-plane bending. At the same time the intensity of the peaks at about 2900 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (sp\textsuperscript{3} C–H stretching vibration mode) was significantly reduced, although it didn’t completely disappear.

The \textsuperscript{13}C CP-MAS NMR spectrum of the final polymer is given in Figure 6 which exhibits resonance peaks for sp\textsuperscript{3} carbons at 115-135 ppm, sp\textsuperscript{2} C–Cl carbons at 67 ppm and sp\textsuperscript{2} C–H carbons at 25 ppm. The peak intensity of sp\textsuperscript{2} C–C and C–H carbons is much weaker than those of sp\textsuperscript{3} carbons. The spectrum basically coincides with the structure anticipated, but it is evident that the final polymer again contains a minor proportion of saturated structures. Thermogravimetric analysis of the precursor showed that 15 wt% loss occurred at 150-300 °C that agrees well with the calculated value (15.3%). Therefore, it is our belief that the CVDP method, for the first time, could be successfully used in the preparation of poly(9,10-anthracenyl vinylene).

Dependence of Morphology of PPV Thin Films on the Nature of Substrate. The CVDP method requires the use of a substrate. This raises a question if the nature of the surface of a substrate would influence the morphology of polymers obtained by CVDP. We studied crystallinity and chain orientation of PPV formed on the surface of quartz, amorph-
ous and (001) and (111) crystalline silicons.

Figure 7 compares the wide-angle X-ray diffractograms of PPV films obtained on different surfaces. Surprisingly, PPV films obtained on the Si (001) and (111) surfaces are semi-crystalline (Figure 7a and 7b), whereas those obtained on the amorphous silicon and quartz surfaces are either very low in crystallinity (Figure 7d) or almost amorphous (Figure 7c). This indicates that crystalline surfaces favor the formation of crystalline PPV, whose lattice parameters match well with those reported earlier by Chen et al.\textsuperscript{61} They claimed that stretched PPV films have a crystallinity of the herringbone type with p2gg symmetry. We, however, do not find any lattice matching between the lattices of PPV crystal structure formed and the crystalline silicon substrates. The mechanism for the surface control of PPV morphology requires further studies.

We\textsuperscript{62} and Vaeth and Jensen\textsuperscript{59} also learned from the IR reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) that PPV chains, when prepared on appropriate surfaces, can be induced to orient. When we performed CVDP of PPV on the (001) surface of silicon, the IRRAS of the PPV film exhibited a stronger dependence of the out-of-plane (oop) bending modes of phenyl C-H and trans vinylene C-H on the incident angle of the p-polarized IR beam. The intensity of the oop bending absorption bands is minimum at the incident angle of 60°, which indicates that the PPV chains are inclined about 60° to the surface of the Si wafer substrate. In contrast, the PPV film prepared on the quartz surface did not reveal such a dependence on the incident angle. This again implies that PPV chains in this case are much more randomly oriented.

In addition, the studies on the dependence of polarized fluorescence (Figure 8) and UV-vis absorption (Figure 9) properties\textsuperscript{62} of the PPV films prepared on the Si(001) surface confirmed that polymer chains are oriented and slanted about 30° to the substrate surface. The spontaneous orientation of the polymer chains provides an interesting fabricating method for the preparation of chain-oriented polymer films.
with the CVDP method. Coincidentally, this angle is about the same as the bond angle expected when there are direct Si-C bonds between the wafer Si atoms and CH₂-ends of PPV chains. Although there is a genuine possibility for a reaction between the wafer surface and reactive intermediates of CVDP, evidence of the direct chemical bonding is lacking at the present moment.

An indirect evidence, however, could be provided by running CVDP of PPV on the surface of liquid polysiloxane containing Si-H group.

Even after the final mixture was subjected to Soxhlet extraction in methanol that is a good solvent for the starting polysiloxane, the residue contained a substantial amount of polysiloxane moiety as shown by the IR spectrum in Figure 10. Moreover, the original absorption intensity of the -Si-H stretching mode was reduced to almost none, suggesting involvement of the -Si-H group in reactions during polymerization with reactive intermediates formed from the thermolysis of the monomer.

Surface control of morphology of the polymers formed on a specific substrate appears to depend on the monomers utilized in CVDP. For example, PTV films obtained on the Si(001) surface was amorphous (Figure 11), which is in a great contrast to the PPV case. However, PT3V and PT5V thin films obtained even on the SiO₂ surface are crystalline (Figure 11). These observations lead us to the conclusion that not only the nature of a surface but also the structure of the polymer backbone controls the morphology of the polymer thin films obtained by the CVDP method. This field requires much more studies before one can draw more, definitive correlation between the surface control of polymer morphology and chemical structure of polymers.

**Luminescence Properties of Nano PPVs**. Figure 12 contains UV-vis and photoluminescence (PL) spectra of PPV
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Figure 13. PL decays of PPV nano film, tubes and wires.  

is ascribed to the $\pi \rightarrow \pi^*$ transition. One noticeable difference among the spectra can be found in the tail part of the spectra: the nano PPV samples suspended in methanol reveal much longer tail extending to more than 700 nm, while the spectrum of the bulk film reaches the baseline at about 500 nm. Moreover, peak broadening was also observed for the methanol suspensions of nano PPV samples. The similar phenomenon was observed by Wu et al. for MCH-PPV prepared in mesoporous silica. This can be explained by the inhomogeneous environment around the PPV molecules in the nano samples.

We, however, observe much more distinct differences in their fluorescence spectra: all of them exhibit three peaks at 510, 545, and 585 nm with vibronic details. The three peaks correspond to $S_1 \rightarrow S_0$ (0 → 0), (0 → 1), and (0 → 2) transitions, respectively. Although the nano samples in the membranes show less intensity for the peak at 510 nm when compared to the central major peak at 545 nm, when they were dispersed in methanol the intensity of the peak in the shortest emission wavelength grows sharply. The PPV chains in isolated nanotubes and wires in methanol suspension are expected to be involved in much reduced interactions with solid environment or neighboring chains. This would give less chance for the high energy excitons to migrate to lower energy states before they become involved in a radiative or nonradiative decay. This, in turn, will give rise to an enhanced intensity for the 0 → 0 transition as we observed.

In addition, we found that fluorescence decay behavior of PPV samples strongly depends on their dimension. Figure 13 compares time-resolved fluorescence decay of PPV samples of varying dimensions: bulk film (430 nm thick), nanotubes of outer diameter of 285 nm having the thickness of 28 nm, nanowires of diameter of 31 nm and nanofibers. And it is clear that the thicker the sample, the faster the decay time becomes. Moreover, fluorescence quantum efficiency steadily increases from 12% for the bulk film to 24.7% for the nanofiber. The quantum efficiency values of the nanotube and nanowire were 14.8 and 18.2%, respectively. The longer fluorescence lifetime and less interchain

samples prepared in different dimensions. The spectra of nano tubes and wires were obtained for methanol suspension, whereas the spectra of the bulk sample were taken for a film 430 nm thick. The $A_{\max}$ value of the absorption spectra is 410 nm regardless the dimension of the sample. The peak

Figure 12. Comparison of UV-vis absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra: (a) UV-vis absorption spectra (150 nm thick) of PPV film; (b) PPV nanotubes (AL-200) in the methanol suspension; (c) PPV nanorods (PC-10) in methanol suspension. •: PL spectrum of bulk film. ○: PL spectra of nanotubes and nanorods in methanol, ○: PL spectra of nanotubes and nanorods in methanol. The PL spectra were obtained at the excitation wavelength of 350 nm.  

Figure 11. X-ray diffractograms of PTV films on Si wafer (001).
contacts in the nano samples improve the fluorescence efficiency. Wu et al.\textsuperscript{65} observed that fluorescence decay of MFIh-PPV in dilute solutions is much longer than that of bulk sample. Heller et al.\textsuperscript{67} also learned that fluorescence lifetime of oligomer PPV was very much lengthened when blended with PMMA. Coincidentally, the slow decay time ($\tau_2$ in Table 2) of about 2 ns for the nanowire and nanofiber is very similar to those reported by Wu et al.\textsuperscript{65} and Heller et al.\textsuperscript{67} for the systems described above.

Table 2. Comparison of fluorescence decay time of PPV film, nanotubes and nanowires\textsuperscript{66}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\tau_1$ (ns)</th>
<th>$\tau_2$ (ns)</th>
<th>$\tau_3$ (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulk film</td>
<td>0.087 (0.83)</td>
<td>0.48 (0.17)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNT-200 \textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>0.31 (0.86)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.14)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNW-10 \textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>0.17 (0.46)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.33)</td>
<td>2.4 (0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNW-4 \textsuperscript{c}</td>
<td>0.27 (0.36)</td>
<td>0.92 (0.46)</td>
<td>2.2 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}Nanotube with O.D. of 285 nm and thickness of 28 nm. \textsuperscript{b}Nanotube with O.D. of 31 nm and thickness of 10 nm. \textsuperscript{c}Nanofiber with diameter of 4 nm

![Figure 14. Comparison of Raman spectra of PPV nanotubes carbonized at three different temperatures.\textsuperscript{66}](image)

Table 3. Graphitic cluster diameter ($L_a$) of in-plane correlation length\textsuperscript{69}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A ($G$) / A ($D$)</th>
<th>Graphitic Cluster Diameter ($L_a$) (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPNW-1 \textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNW-20 \textsuperscript{c}</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPNT-100 \textsuperscript{d}</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPNT-200 \textsuperscript{e}</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{b}Ratio of the intensities between the G and D modes. \textsuperscript{c}Carbonized PPV nanotube at PNW-4 in Table 2. \textsuperscript{d}Carbonized of PPV nanowire of diameter of 25 nm. \textsuperscript{e}Carbonized PPV nanotube with O.D. of 120 nm and wall thickness of 30 nm. \textsuperscript{f}Carbonized PPV nanotube of CPNT-200 in Table 2.

Preparation of Carbonized PPV Nanotubes and Field Emission Properties. Ueno and Yoshino\textsuperscript{68} demonstrated earlier that PPV films could be readily converted to graphitic carbons by thermal carbonization. We\textsuperscript{69} carbonized PPV nanotubes (OD: 285 nm; thickness: 28 nm) at three different temperatures and the degree of carbonization was studied by the Raman spectroscopy (Figure 14). The spectra show two distinct peaks at 1350 and 1590 cm$^{-1}$. The former is characteristic to defective graphite structures and called D-mode, whereas the latter is from well-structured graphitic structure and called G-mode.\textsuperscript{70} From the relative intensity or area of the peaks, one can estimate the average graphitic cluster diameter ($L_a$) or in-plane correlation length.\textsuperscript{69} Table 3 summarizes pertinent parameters together with electrical conductivities of the carbonized tubes. The table tells us that the $I_a$ value and electrical conductivity both increase with increasing carbonization temperature. The $I_a$ value reached 2.6 nm at 850 °C, which indicates that about 8 graphitic rings are in one cluster. The electrical conductivity of 170 Scm$^{-1}$ obtained for the sample carbonized at 850 °C is somewhat higher than that reported for the carbonized PPV bulk films.

As discussed above, morphology of PPV films obtained by CVDP greatly depends on the nature of substrates. Figure 15\textsuperscript{71} compares the electrical conductivity of two carbonized films prepared from PPV thin films obtained on the surface of Si(001) and quartz. It is seen that the carbon film formed at 850 °C on the Si(001) surface is consistently higher than that formed on the quartz surface. In fact, the room-temperature conductivity ($\sim 450$ Scm$^{-1}$) of the former is comparable to that of the carbon obtained at 2000 °C from bulk PPV prepared by Wessling-Zimmerman method.\textsuperscript{68}

This observation clearly demonstrates that graphitization process is highly controlled by the morphology of the starting polymer. Thinner thickness of the nanofilms also

![Figure 15. Comparison of electrical conductivities of two carbonized films prepared from PPV thin films obtained at 850 °C on the surface of Si(001) and quartz.\textsuperscript{71}](image)
must have favored a higher degree of graphatization due to more efficient thermal flux. Figure 16(a) shows the TEM image of the graphitic carbon film together with its electron diffraction pattern; we can clearly identify the graphitic layered structure with layer distance being 3.4 Å. The electron diffraction also shows a sharp crystalline scattering confirming well-developed graphitic structure.

**Field Emission of Carbonized PPV Nanotubes.** In 1995 Smalley et al. and de Heer et al. reported their successful fabrication of field emission devices utilizing carbon nanotubes. This stimulated intensive researches on the field emission properties of various carbon nanotubes. One of the most attractive motives for such research interests lies in the possibility of using the carbon nanotubes as electron guns, i.e., cathode, in flat panel displays including TVs. Although the field emission property strongly depends on the detailed structure of carbon nanotubes, turn-on applied field was reported to be 2-5 V/µm. It is a generally accepted convention in this area of research that the electrical field at the current density of 10 µA/cm² is taken as turn-on applied field.

The field amplification factor (β) estimated by applying the Fowler-Nordheim theory is 2,000-10,000. The theory was originally developed to interpret the emission of cold electrons from metals under strong applied field. Among many variables, geometric shape, work function and surroundings of emitter are the most critical factors controlling the β value. The large aspect ratio is another factor for elevated β values.

Carbon nanotubes have many desirable properties for improved field emission: excellent electrical and thermal conductivity, mechanical strength, high aspect ratio and not too high work function. In spite of these attractive features of carbon nanotubes, there is a couple of technological problems to be resolved before they can be practically utilized. Their easy production and reproducible alignment in large scale are the most pressing issues.

Instead of carbon nanotubes, graphitic carbonized PPV nanotubes prepared in an alumina membrane and similar nanotubes embedded with gold nanoparticles were employed by us in fabricating field emitting devices (Figure 17(a), (b), and (c)). As shown in Figure 17(a) the nanotubes are a little deformed, but extremely well aligned as expected. Figure 17(b) shows the schematic presentation of the device together with relevant information. Figure 18 exhibits a TEM image of a nanotube embedded with 3 atom % of Au.
particles of 5.3 ± 1.1 nm. The field emission characteristics of the two devices are summarized in Table 4. Several important findings are noted: 1) the performance of the two devices is comparable to or better than those reported for carbon nanotube-based devices, 2) the work function and turn-on field are reduced significantly by the presence of Au-nanoparticles, and 3) the field amplification factor was doubled when Au-nanoparticles were embedded. The reduction in the work function of the nanotubes by Au nanoparticles was confirmed by XPS studies, which is an interesting observation that can be controversial. It, however, is pointed out that a similar phenomenon was reported earlier.

According to Figure 17(a), there are chinks between the nanotubes. Bonard et al. demonstrated that separation between the carbon nanotubes are very important to elevate the field amplification factor by reducing the screening effect. The presence of chinks as shown in Figure 17(a), can mitigate the screening effect to a certain extent. When the tubes are in touch or too close to each other, emitted electrons can stand in other electrons' pathways, which, in turn, reduces the amplification factor of the device.

Photoconductivity of Bilayer Nanotubes Consisting of PPV and Carbonized PPV Layers. PPV is photoconducting27-30 as many other conjugated polymers.44-46 Its photoconductivity, however, is relatively small because of low mobility of carriers, especially of electrons. In contrast, regioregularly substituted poly(3-alkyl)thiophenes reveal high photoconductivity,47-50 which is believed to be high enough for practical applications. Photovoltaic applications of polyconjugated polymer are attracting ever increasing interests. Blending of polyconjugated polymers with carbon-60 is a popular approach being taken to improve the solar energy conversion efficiency.51-55 But discrete distribution in the matrix and relatively low electrical conductivity of C-60 limit the achievable efficiency in solar energy conversion, although graphitic carbons are known to be excellent electron acceptors and negative charge (c-) transporters.

The CVDP method provides us with an easy approach to the preparation of bilayered nanotubes and nanofilms consisting of carbon and PPV layers. Preparation and carbonization of PPV nanotubes in alumina membranes followed by the second CVDP of PPV provides desired bilayered structures. After the membrane host was removed by dissolving it in a dilute alkali solution, the individual bilayer nanotubes were isolated and washed. Figure 19 compares the photoconductivity of two different bilayer nanotubes before and after being exposed to a xenon lamp. In the dark, the carbonized nanotube itself and the bilayer tubes exhibit the same electrical conductance, which is ascribed to the flow of charge carriers through the carbon layer. The bilayer devices, however, revealed an enhanced conductance under illumination, although the devices made only of carbonized PPV nanotubes did not. The minimum external quantum efficiencies of 4 and 6% were estimated respectively for device I and II (Figure 20). The values are three orders of magnitude higher than that of PPV films and comparable to those reported for PPV composites and heterojunction film devices. Two major reasons were proposed to be responsible for the high efficiencies: the longer photoluminescence lifetime of nanotin PPV tubes and efficient electron transfer to the carbon layer from the PPV layer after the excitons formed in the PPV layer by light absorption are separated by the carbon interface in contact. It is believed that the
thickness of the PPV layer should not be much thicker than 10 nm, because the exciton diffusion length in PPV was claimed to be about 7-10 nm. Two layer photoconducting nanodevices can be more easily constructed in thin film forms by depositing PPV nanofilms (40 nm thick) on the carbonized (1000 °C) PPV substrate (60 nm thick). The carbon layer and a thin (30 nm) gold film deposited on the PPV layer were utilized as electrodes. Figure 21 shows the current (I) – applied field (V) curves for two bilayer devices in film form. The external quantum efficiency of the bilayer film device is significantly higher (ca. 11.3%) than for the above-mentioned bilayer tube devices, which is believed to be the result of a better contact between the active layer and the electrodes. The asymmetrical rectification, however, is observed in the device for the voltage beyond -0.7 V and +5.5 V with the I-V characteristics showing Ohmic contact. This asymmetrical rectification behavior is often observed in the devices consisting of two different electrodes (Eg. ITO/ Polymer/AI). It is caused by the difference of work-functions of two electrodes.

The high efficiency implies that the simple devices like the present bilayer ones can be useful in photoswitching and also possibly in photovoltaic applications. Another advantage of the present approach is the easy fabrication of flexible devices on plastic substrates. Exciton separation by the contacting carbon layer is schematically depicted in Figure 22 that compares PL spectra of PPV and the bilayer tubes (▼: PPV, ▲: bilayer nanotube, ●: bilayer nanotube II).
Conclusion and Perspective

At the present moment, poly[2-(xylylene)], or PPXs, are the only commercial polymers being produced by the CVDP method. But, as has been described and discussed in this article, the CVDP method can be very useful for the preparation of a wide variety of insoluble soluble/arylenevinylene in desired dimensions and shapes. In addition to poly[arylenevinylene], poly(1,4-naphthalene), polyimides, and poly(tetrafluoroethylene) also can be prepared by CVDP. Therefore, it appears that application of CVDP is not limited to poly(arylenevinylene).

There, however, remain many scientific questions to be answered: 1) The reaction mechanism requires much more and deeper studies. Although the precursor polymers are expected to be soluble in organic solvents, they usually are only slightly soluble, which suggests that unidentified crosslinking reactions may occur during polymerization. It seems to be genuinely possible that precursor polymer chains undergo secondary reactions with activated monomer molecules as leading to the formation of crosslinked structures. 2) Molecular weights of CVDP polymers are largely unknown, because precursors and the final polymers are not soluble. According to UV-vis absorption characteristics, their average conjugation length probably should be higher than penta or hexamer. 3) Although it has not been reported, we observe that PPV samples prepared by CVDP show rather strong epr signals suggesting that some of growing chain radicals are trapped during polymerization. This could be one of the reasons why PPV films prepared by the CVDP method exhibit poor photo- and electroluminescence when compared with those prepared by other conventional methods. The presence of free radical imperfections are known to quench luminescence. 4) Kinetic modeling of thin film growth is necessary to understand and control the film formation. It was claimed that the so-called chemisorption model fits the experimental data very well in the case of CVDP of PPX. 5) To the best of our knowledge thermodynamics study on CVDP of poly(arylenevinylene) is nonexistent. Although collection of thermodynamics quantities is expected to be rather difficult due to the heterogeneous nature of CVDP, thermodynamic data are essential in understanding the polymerization mechanism and controlling polymerization reactions. Thermodynamic information on each elementary reaction is essential in establishing the structure-reactivity reactions of monomers and reactive intermediates. 6) And the last but not the least, there is not a general, easy guideline to find the optimum polymerization condition such as pyrolysis or activation temperature of monomers and substrate or polymerization temperature. In short, it is emphasized that CVDP of poly(arylenevinylene) is in its infant stage and requires much more basic studies to make the process more practically adaptable. In spite of much lacking in scientific understanding of CVDP, it is expected that the method will continue to attract more attention in polymer community, especially related to nanoscience and nanotechnology. Fabrication of large devices, however, can be somewhat problematic.
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